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Federal Attorney-General’s Department adopts ExecCorro for its
Parliamentary Workflow System
The Federal Attorney-General’s Department (AGD) today signed a $1.3M contract with Random Computing
Services for the implementation of the vendor’s successful Parliamentary Workflow System, the ExecCorro
for Government suite.
The Department, which runs Microsoft Exchange, already runs Random Computing’s advanced diary
management system, mobileX for Government. ExecCorro for Government will complement and
integrate with these systems as well as with the Department’s current EDRMS.
The Department has had correspondence management as a high agenda item over the last year or so and
it’s a great move forward for AGD to adopt local ACT proven technology. The system will reduce the cost
of processing Ministerial correspondence, while at the same time delivering new modules, such as
Questions On Notice, Question Time Briefs, Secretary’s Corro and Cabinet Tracking.
Director of Random Computing, Jed Johnson said “We are very pleased to see ExecCorro adopted by the
Attorney-General’s Department. This 3-year contract enables us to provide the high quality technical and
software support that we are well-known for, whilst improving the client-side technology to maximise the
workflow tool for the Department’s Exchange environment”.
Many other Government agencies are set to benefit from this contract which includes delivery of a new web
client front-end to the popular workflow tool already run by many Departments. These include the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, the Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital
Economy, the Department of Immigration and Citizenship and NSW and Victorian State Governments. The
new web client, which uses Web 2.0 technology, will enable Departments to replace the current Lotus
Notes client front end with web browser clients and still retain the benefits of the powerful ExecCorro
parliamentary workflow system.
what is ExecCorro ?
ExecCorro for Government is a suite of sophisticated Parliamentary workflow modules that assists
Government to achieve its Open Government and e-Government objectives.
Working independently in both MS Exchange and IBM Domino environments ExecCorro provides
Departments with the freedom to perform platform upgrades virtually independently of this business critical
application. The server size is usually Windows based, but is also Linux friendly.
The main Ministerial Correspondence module covers
Ministerials,
Campaigns,
Submissions (Minutes) and
Briefs.

The other ExecCorro modules are:Questions On Notice, Question Time Briefs, Secretary’s Correspondence, Senate Estimates,
Cabinet Tracker and Ministerial Office Correspondence.

what makes ExecCorro special ?
ExecCorro is proven technology based upon the workflow business and system rules that have been used
by DFAT, DBCDE, DIAC and State Governments for more than 10 years. It has advanced security and
auditing, integrated scanning and workflow that match Departmental needs, handling on-line
correspondence from citizens to Department Correspondence Areas (MCU’s), to Co-ordination Officers
(MCOs), to desktop writers, Responsible Officers and Ministerial Staff and back out to Constituents.
Citizens can write to Departments or Ministers by e-mail and have their e-mails automatically registered in
the system.
An extremely powerful feature is ExecCorro’s real-time re-organisation capability that can handle
machinery of Government changes, Branch and Division mergers, and cabinet reshuffles that impact on
Organisation restructures while coping with classified security documents mid-stream in their life cycle.
Another special feature is ExecCorro’s flexibility for Administration where major attributes are customisable
by each Department, enabling workflow parameters and keywords to be altered in real-time to suit their
daily business requirements.

AGD Branch Head, Mr Matt Hall (left), and Assistant–Director MPS, Mr Jayston Spindler (right),
congratulate Mr Jed Johnson, Director of Random Computing Services, on the ExecCorro contract.
Contact details
For more details on Random or ExecCorro, visit www.execcorro.com or www.randomcomputing.com or
contact Jed Johnson on +61 2 62577404 or via email at jed.johnson@execcorro.com
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